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and network planning
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Telcos run on inventory. There are 
inventories of physical resources, logical 
resources, services, product offerings 
and customer fulfillment. Each  
of these instances and versions contains 
critical operating data, but few  
of them are aligned. Inventory represents 
investments worth billions of dollars. 
Each physical and virtual network 
resource must be properly identified, 
each logical connection must be 
assigned to a service, product  
and customer.

Inventory is the foundation for demand 
forecasting, network planning, 
engineering, service delivery  
and operations. Maintaining reliable 
and accurate inventory is an ongoing 
challenge — one that must be solved 
to enable operators to plan and deliver 
services using fixed and virtual  
network elements.

Customer and product inventory  
are justifiably associated with BSS  
and customer-facing operations. 
Service and resource inventories 
support OSS, and are critical for network 
and service creation, fulfillment and 
network management. While each 
inventory is used for multiple purposes, 
the underlying resource and service 
inventories must be current and 
accurate. Inaccurate inventory data 
shared across OSS/BSS contributes 
to numerous errors, delays and failures. 
A complete and comprehensive data 
management structure is required  
to present different views of the same 
network and services to multiple work 
groups and systems.

Figure 1: All Inventory is connected to the network
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As network upgrades and replacements happen, operators often implement a dedicated inventory solution to ensure that the new 
resources are accurately recorded, and new services can be provisioned. However, those solutions and unreliable integrations with 
OSS quickly become corrupted. For other operators, mergers, acquisitions and restructuring also result in multiple, independent 
and inaccurate inventory solutions.

A proven approach to network creation and inventory
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At Deutsche Telekom, Atos integrated 
transport inventory data from numerous, 
multi-vendor inventory systems into 
a centralized inventory management 
solution. The centralized solution was 
then integrated with all relevant OSS/
BSS, resulting in end-to-end service 
provisioning across multi-vendor, 
multi-technology access and transport 
networks.

Ziggo is the result of a merger of three 
Dutch cable companies that serve 3.2 
million homes. Atos migrated multiple 
inventory solutions into a centralized 
repository to support all Ziggo’s 
operations. Atos network creation and 
inventory solutions enabled Ziggo 
to harmonize OSS and operations by 
migrating resource and service inventory 
data into a centralized platform and 
using that platform to support OSS/BSS 
for all three regional divisions.

Orange is one of the largest operators 
in the world, serving more than 200 
million customers in 35 countries. 
Inventory is aligned with regional 
service offerings, creating a need to 
implement infrastructure inventory for 
both fixed and mobile networks. Atos 
manages the inventory of resources 
for the xDSL network, broadband 
services network, and the radio network 
in France. In addition to technical 
resource management, Atos manages 
inter-operator mediation for exchange 
and interconnect resources. The Atos 
solution is integrated with numerous 
multi-vendor OSS/BSS applications 
to provide reliable network and service 
layer inventory and provisioning.

In addition to network operators, Atos 
delivers network creation and inventory 
solutions to large enterprises.

Synerail is France’s national railway 
company. They operate a large, 
distributed wireless network that 
supports rail operations and customers. 
They needed a single-source inventory 
solution that was easy to use and 
included both common network 
equipment and elements unique to 
railway operations. Atos implemented  
a secure, resilient, interoperable system 
for network inventory, provisioning 
and configuration management to 
support both network and rail transport 
operations. Extensions were developed 
to meet specific requirements for audit, 
data reconciliation, and reporting across 
real-time rail operations.

• 2,000 orders per day
• 450,000 nodes
• 500,000 services
• 6 million pieces of equipment
• 70 million access points

• Common inventory platform
• Optimized central operations
• Uniform processes and data across 

all regions
• Establish business-wide KPIs 

and monitoring

• Reliable, high-availability solution
• Defined elements unique to rail 

transport operations
• Improved network and performance 

monitoring
• Reduced incident response time 

improves safety and reduces cost

• Resource and service inventory
• Tool for radio site deployment
• Internet backbone inventory
• Umbrella service monitoring  

& inventory management
• Auto-discovery and data 

reconciliation from legacy OSS/BSS 
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Atos network creation and inventory 
solutions work by migrating resource 
and service inventory data into  
a centralized platform and using that 
platform to supply inventory data  
to OSS/BSS — while capturing updated 
information from those systems. 
Managing data quality during  
the migration is critical to eliminating 
duplication of data and results,  
and creating a trusted source  
for accurate and reliable network data. 
The Atos approach to data quality 
management uses adaptable tooling 
and incorporates decades of experience 
successfully executing complex,  
large-scale data migration projects. 
Network data in the Atos inventory 
stays accurate and reliable because 
the application itself is continuously 
monitored, measured and tuned.

Atos experts deliver the full 
development cycle, including consulting, 
strategy, system design, development, 
testing and training. Maintaining an 
integrated view of all physical and 
logical network components requires 
robust processes and intelligent 
systems that interact with existing and 
planned physical and virtual resources. 
A centralized source of inventory data 
reduces the number of active interfaces 
that must be maintained and improves 
accuracy.

Trusted inventory is also the basis  
for automation. If physical, logical  
and service data is reliable, automated 
workflows can execute maintenance, 
fault recovery, provisioning  
and activation functions without  
the risk of failure.

Atos Network Creation  
and Inventory delivers:
• Single trusted source for inventory 

data
• Reliable foundation for process 

automation
• Accurate resource for network 

engineering and planning
• Improved OSS agility and 

performance
• Cloud-ready platform

Using open, agile and proven software development and integration processes; Atos OSS transformation delivers a significant 
reduction in capex and opex by industrializing end-to-end network and service management with a team of more than 8,000 
experienced telecom software architects, designers and developers.

Partnerships

Over 40 major OSS transformation projects in five years

Agility 
Migrate toward 

a cloud-native architecture

Flexibility 
Access multi-domain 

& multi-technology support

Future readiness 
Protect legacy investments 

while preparing for the future

Openness & transparency 
Leverage TM Forum Open 

APIs as well as 3GPP 
& ETSI standards
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Atos is a global leader in digital 
transformation with 107,000 employees 
and annual revenue of over € 11 billion.

European number one in cybersecurity, 
cloud and high performance computing, 
the Group provides tailored end-to-end 
solutions for all industries in 71 countries. 
A pioneer in decarbonization services 
and products, Atos is committed to a 
secure and decarbonized digital for its 
clients. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), 
listed on Euronext Paris and included in 
the CAC 40 ESG and Next 20 Paris Stock 
indexes.

The purpose of Atos is to help design 
the future of the information space. 
Its expertise and services support the 
development of knowledge, education 
and research in a multicultural approach 
and contribute to the development of 
scientific and technological excellence. 
Across the world, the Group enables 
its customers and employees, and 
members of societies at large to live, 
work and develop sustainably, in a safe 
and secure information space.

Find out more about us
atos.net
atos.net/career

Let’s start a discussion together

https://twitter.com/atos
https://www.facebook.com/Atos/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1259/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Atos
https://atos.net/en/raison-detre
https://atos.net/en/
https://atos.net/en/careers

